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SPECIAL PRE SEN
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1. Hall

Stand No

VALUE €

2. No. of Open Sides:
3. Dimentions:
4. Total sq.m
5.

α) Space only:

+CATALOGUE ENTRY 50€

☐

β) Shell Scheme:

☐

				

TOTAL:

PAYMENT TERMS:
1. 50% Advance Payment with Application

2. 50% up to 02/09/2020

PAYMENT:
By bank transfer in name of Petros C. Petropoulos & Sia EE at ALPHA Bank of Greece, Branch No. , Vrilissia, Athens,
ACCOUNT NO: 170 00 2320 006202, IBAN GR21 0140 1700 1700 0232 0006 202, Swift: BIC CRBAGRAA
Customer includes and pays Greek bank commissions, that is, € 20 per payment (current commission rate)

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE EXHIBITOR
1. Company Name:
2. Title:
3. Activity:
4. Address:

5. P.C.:

6. City:

7. Country:

8. Telephones: 1)

2)

9. Mobile:

10. Fax:

11. e-mail:

12. www.

13. VAT No

14. Responsible for the Stand:

15. Position:

☐Manufacturers ☐Producers ☐Εxporters ☐Services

☐Other:

Date:

Stamp				

Person in charge:

		

Signature:

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ORGANIZERS
1. Approval of Application:

2. Date:

3. Contact Person:

								
4. Signature:

FORM

Remarks:

1

Stands selection when available on a time priority basis

ΠΕΤΡΟΣ Χ. ΠΕΤΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ & ΣΙΑ Ε.Ε | 3ΕΚ ΟΡΓΑΝΩΣΗ ΕΚΘΕΣΕΩΝ
Ηφαίστου 21, 152 38 Χαλάνδρι
PETROS C. PETROPOULOS & SIA E.E | 3EK EXHIBITION ORGANIZERS
21, Ifestou str, 152 38 Chalandri, Athens, Greece
T +30 210 8056205,207 F +30 210 8056209 E info3ek@otenet.gr

www.syskevasia-expo.gr

www.plastica-expo.gr

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION
Article 1: SYSKEVASIA 2020 is the 17th International Exhibition of Packaging, Machines,
Printing & Logistics and PLASTICA 2020 is the 11th International Exhibition of Plastics,
Machines, Moulds & Recycling.
Article 2: Organizers of the above exhibitions is Petros C. Petropoulos & SIA EE-3EK
Organization of Exhibitions called from now on “Organizer”.
Article 3: The Exhibitions will take place at METROPOLITAN EXPO Exhibition Center, at
Athens Airport– Greece from 2-5 October 2020.
Article 4: The frequency, the place, the dates and opening hours of the Exhibitions is
decided each time by the Organizers and are stated in their official leaflets and websites.
Article 5: Exhibitors of the Exhibitions of 2020 may be the following groups: a) Greek
and foreign physical or legal persons who run business in Industry, Commerce,
Research and Services related to the Exhibitions, b) Greek or foreign representatives of
Domestic and Foreign Firms of products related to the Exhibitions, c) State or Semi-State
organizations, businesses of the Civil Service, Scientific Departments or Associations,
State and cooperative businesses related to the Exhibitions, d) Publishing firms related
to the subject of the Exhibitions.
Article 6: The selection of the stands is made by the Exhibitors on a long-term
cooperation and time priority basis, and under the stipulations that they are obliged
to accept the technical or construction specifications defined by the Organizers and
described in their official leaflets and websites.
Article 7: The participation in the Exhibitions is accepted after the co-signing of the
Application of Participation and the advance payment of 50% which is mentioned in
the application form. The price per sq. mtr is all inclusive of corresponding supplies and
services and is fixed by the Organizers. No credit is acceptable and every bill should
be paid before the Exhibition and in the way, which it is written in the Application of
Participation or in the other documents and website of the Exhibitions.
Article 8: The Organizers for reasons they are not obliged to explain, decide upon the
acceptance or not of the Exhibitors Application for participation.
Article 9: The permission to exhibit may not be transferred or resold. The Exhibitors may
not without the Organizers’ prior consent sublet the whole or part of their location nor
may they exhibit goods or materials other that those which they produce or export or
represent of for which they hold the exclusive concessionary right.
Article 10: No one is allowed to exhibit under the name of a production / manufacturing
company without their written approval.
Article 11: When you take acceptance of your agreed upon space at site, you will be
charged 20% more for any requested change such as assembling or dismantling of
structure, spot lights or carpet, etc.
Article 12: If for any reason whatsoever the Exhibitor does not show up in the fixed dates
(latest by 14:00 a.m. of 01/10/2020) to take delivery of his assigned stand, the Organizers
can dispose of it to other clients, and he is not released of his obligation to pay the full rent.
Article 13: All the electrical installations and supplies in the Exhibition public areas and
for the shell scheme stands are done by the Exhibition Center Electricians. The Exhibitors
are responsible for their own machines or only space stand installations (the exhibitors
own electricians must submit copy of their license & sign a statement of safety).
Article 14: The Exhibitors are not allowed to cover fire extinguishers, gate valves,
emergency exits, to hang themselves any article, banners, etc. from the roof and the
hall construction elements or the services networks, to bore and nail the floor, columns,
roof or other element, the covering of the walls of the peripheral hallways, to work
and use tools, machinery and materials which could cause damages in the exhibition
centre, such as the use of paint compressors or cutting of glass or structural materials
in public use places, halls, etc.
Article 15: The Exhibitors are not allowed to create galleries in public use places
as well as constructions in points that alter the aesthetics or functionality of the
neighbouring stands and Exhibition generally. The height of special constructions
stands with all sides aesthetically painted can reach up to 4 meters and the distance
with neighbouring stand’s walls must be 1 meter. No two-story stands are allowed.
For special stand constructions, it is necessary to submit an architect’s or engineers
certificate, guaranteeing the construction’s safety.
Article 16: For construction, roof hanging & charging of signs contact the Technical
company EXPOWORK, www.expowork.gr

Article 17: The Organizers are responsible only for the general safety of the public-use
areas on a 24-hour basis by a private Security company, and the entrances and exits of
the Exhibition will be locked after closing hours of the Exhibitions. Only Exhibitors are
totally responsible for the safety and insurance of their exhibits, promotional material,
personnel and visitors as well as for any damage that can be caused from negligence
at the structural/exhibitional materials/walls/floor etc. of the Exhibition Centre, which
implies the automatic acceptance of any corresponding charge for the reparation of the
damage. Exhibitors can secure their exhibits, if they are willing, with a private security
company of their choice.
Article 18: For the preventive protection of the Exhibitions, the Exhibitors and the
Visitors are forbidden: a) all open fire sites, the use of inflammable or other explosion
or fire causing materials as well as the function of machines of internal combustion in
the internal METROPOLITAN spaces. For the construction it is obligatory to use slowcombustion materials, b) the exhibitors of delicate animal and fresh products and, c)
the demonstration of machines and apparatus without fire extinguishers or protective
coverings or safeties.
Article 19: The retail sale of exhibits is not allowed during the exhibitions with the
exemption of books and publications relevant to the subject of the exhibition.
Article 20: All Exhibitors ought to use only the inside of their stand defined in the
Application of Participation and they are not allowed to place exhibits/decoration
materials or distribute advertising leaflets in hallways, etc.
Article 21: Machines demonstration for exhibitions purposes is allowed under the
following conditions: 1) The outer side of the machine is at least one meter away from
the visitors hallway, 2) By the rule, the duration of the machines exhibition operation will
not surpass the 20 minutes, 3) The number of such demonstrations will not surpass the
3/day from Monday to Friday and 6/day for the weekend, 4) The Exhibitor should send to
the Organizer at least 15 days before the opening of the exhibition a copy with the precise
electrological specifications and drawing with point of electrical supply cable and 5)
in case of gas and odour release the Exhibitor is obliged to place a ventilation network.
Article 22: The sound volume of videos and music and chemical odours in the individual
stands should be kept low so that they don’t bother the visitors or the other neighbouring
Exhibitors.
Article 23: The use of only electrical air compressors is allowed, not of internal combustion.
Article 24: No verbal agreement with the participants is valid for the Organizers unless
it is confirmed in writing.
Article 25: No complaint or claim against the Organizers is accepted unless it is written
and submitted to their address within two (2) weeks from the last day of the Exhibitions.
In case of legal differences Athens Courts are in charge.
Article 26: Only for technical or operational reasons the Organizers can change the
Exhibitors’ assigned stands informing them ahead of time.
Article 27: The Application of Participation is binding and irrevocable. In case of a
request for canceling of the participation, the participant pays as penalty fee not only
the deposit but also all the balance of the amount due except if he cancels in writing
up to 2,5 months before the Exhibition in which case only the advance of 50% is kept
by the Organizers.
Article 28: If for any reasons of force majeure (earthquake, flood, destruction, etc.), war,
or terrorist action, either the exhibition takes place with new prices and at a place and
dates chosen by the Organizers or it will be cancelled, where the Organizers will be
allocating to the Exhibitors the deposits according to each ones’ square meters and
the expenses already done.
Article 29: The Organizers are not liable and the agreed participation cost is valid in
case the Exhibitions are influenced by road transport blockades or due to extreme
weather conditions.
Article 30: In case of a strike at METROPOLITAN, new dates are announced in the same
or in other place with deposits being valid.
Article 31: There is no change of the dates of the Exhibitions if National Elections will
be announced in time less than six (6) months before the fixed opening day of the
Exhibitions, unless it is requested by the 3/4ths of the exhibitors and there is an exhibition
centre available.
Article 32: All Exhibitors agree and accept the above Terms of Participation as well as
the instructions written in the other leaflets and our website and documents of the
Organizers.

